
OP BUSINESS CONFIDENCE Q3 2016
Business confidence drops in Q3
The OPI Business Confidence Q3 2016 survey shows a fall in confidence compared 
to Q2 2016. In the US, respondents cited nerves over the upcoming election as the 
main reason for the loss of confidence, whereas European respondents said Brexit 
is a major cause for concern for business stability across the region and beyond. 

The OPI Business Confidence survey polled over 6,000 industry members from 
leading vendors, resellers, wholesalers, dealers groups, manufacturer rep groups 
and technology firms globally who offered their opinion on the health of the 
current and future OP industry. 

The key findings:
■ Overall confidence levels have fallen significantly in Q3 2016 compared to Q2 

2016.
■ Technology solutions groups expressed the most confidence for the quarter.
■ Executives in Asia, Middle East & Africa are the most confident; followed by 

executives in Australasia.

Confidence levels
Looking at responses for Q3 2016, there is a marked difference in confidence 
compared with Q2, with a 9% increase in those feeling less confident to 32%, and a 
10% decrease in those feeling more confident (32% vs 42%).

In a reversal of the previous quarter, executives from Asia, Middle East & Africa 
are now the most confident (50%), followed by Australasia (38%) and Europe and 
North America (both 30%).
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Executives from in Asia, Middle East & Africa said confidence was rising mainly 
thanks to stabilising local economies and currencies. As with the previous 
quarter, business confidence has fallen among European executives due to Brexit, 
which created stock market chaos in its immediate aftermath, with lingering 
longer-term uncertainty.

Interestingly, unlike the last quarter where the US elections seemed to boost 
confidence levels in North America, responses now indicate that it is causing 
nervousness within the industry. Part of this undoubtedly stems from the 
unveiling of the final two Presidential candidates in July, as well as the usual 
jitters that an election generally brings.  
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Comments
OPI asked respondents to anonymously provide 
some general comments on the state of the OP 
industry. Below is a selection of these comments.

“The devaluation of sterling [after the Brexit vote] is 
leading to increased costs.” 
European manufacturer

“Industry fundamentals are being torn apart and 
business is shifting among new and existing players 
making it far more challenging to plan and manage 
for. The deterioration and likely demise of Office 
Depot/Max is going to have a significant impact over 
the next 12 months.” 
North American manufacturer

“Paper usage as a whole is in decline. Even with 
capacity being removed and tariffs implemented, it 
still isn’t enough to create a balance between supply 
and demand. There just isn’t enough business to 
satisfy all engaged in competing for the piece of the 
pie.” North American wholesaler

“There is a general lack of business confidence due 
to Brexit.” European wholesaler

“I think our economy has strengthened in our largest 
states. Plus, we have been developing marketing 
technology over the past two years which is now 
up and running and delivering meaningful results.” 
Australasian dealer group

“Traditional OP products are in major decline and, 
while other areas are growing, it’s not at the rates 
that OP is shrinking.” North American dealer group

“There is a decline in demand for traditional office 
products. Additionally, there is instability in the local 
economy due to poor political leadership, and we 
also have to deal with commodity price weakness.” 
Asia, Middle East & Africa manufacturer 
rep group

“Independent dealers and buying groups are not 
being aggressive in filling the void left by Office 
Depot and wholesalers are frustrated with them.” 
North American manufacturer rep group

“I am less confident as a result of the EU referendum 
and now the uncertainty about the future of the OP 
market on the back of the failed Staples and Office 
Depot merger, especially in Europe.” 
European reseller
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Industry sector analysis
The industry sector graph (above) demonstrates how confidence levels for each 
individual group within the OP industry have changed over the past year.

The factors mentioned above such as the US elections and Brexit have filtered 
down into the industry in numerous ways, resulting in a drop in confidence mainly 
in North America and Europe.

The fallout from the failed Staples/Office Depot merger and the continued rise 
of Amazon and e-commerce in general are still important concerns for many 
respondents. Predictably, vendors consider Amazon to be a business confidence 
booster, whereas resellers are increasingly worried about the competition. 

Despite a significant fall in confidence in Q3 compared to Q2 (50% vs 75%), 
technology solutions companies are still the most confident industry sector with 
executives in North America more confident than those in Europe.

The next most confident sector is dealer groups with 40% of executives feeling 
more confident than three months ago. Resellers came in third (36%), with those 
based in Asia, Middle East & Africa and the US the most confident. Reasons given by 
reseller executives included increased consumer confidence thanks to an improving 
economy and diversification away from traditional office products. 

Two-thirds of the resellers based in Europe and Australasia that took part in 
the survey said they felt more confident this quarter, a drop in confidence for 
executives in both regions compared to Q2. In Europe, the fall was attributed to 
fears over Brexit, whereas Australasian executives said global uncertainty is playing 
a part in falling business confidence.

The survey reveals that 63% of executives feel the same or more confident about 
business compared to a year ago. 

The business climate:

OPI asked survey respondents what impact do you 
think the current political and economic climate 
(Brexit, US elections, terrorism, etc) will have on 
their business over the next six months? Below is a 
selection of responses.

“I fear political unrest depending on the outcome 
of the US elections. I also fear stagnation and/or 
recession for the US economy.” 
North American reseller

“Price increases will have an impact. Seems like the 
wholesalers are jumping on the [Brexit] bandwagon 
rather than waiting to see what will happen in the 
medium to long term.”  European reseller

“Local factors are more likely to have a disruptive 
effect than international influences.” Asia, Middle 
East & Africa manufacturer rep group

“Brexit and the unstable political situation will lead 
to less investments being made. The UK is on the 
blacklist.” European wholesaler

“The US economy has held up well in spite of 
troubling world events. Markets are at all time 
highs. Although the depressed price of oil has 
had a negative impact on some sectors, for 
many companies it has reduced logistics-related 
expenses.” North American wholesaler

“I believe people are going to be very cautious and 
conservative over the next six months.” 
North American manufacturer

“The current unpredictable business outlook could 
lead to possible reduction in investments such as 
marketing and recruitment.” 
European manufacturer 
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“One year ago I was hopeful the Staples and Office 
Depot merger would go through. That would have 
created great opportunity for large progressive 
independent dealers. Now both companies are 
desperate to satisfy Wall Street. Desperate people 
do desperate things. We rely heavily on our national 
wholesale partner and their business and stock price 
is suffering and that has a trickle down effect on us.” 
North American reseller

“I expect a slight dip due to the distraction of the US 
elections and the accompanying fear-mongering by 
the politicians, but once the election is over, it will be 
(hopefully) business as usual.” 
North American technology solutions company



Industry sector analysis
The decline of traditional OP 
With almost two-thirds of the OP industry skewed positively towards business 
compared to the same year ago quarter, executives from technology solution 
companies and dealer groups are the most confident (50%), closely followed by 
manufacturing execs (49%) and resellers (48%).

Conversely, less than one-third of wholesalers (31%) and only 10% of 
manufacturer rep groups reported feeling more confident than the previous three 
months – one of the lowest figures ever reported for the OPI Business Confidence 
Survey. Manufacturer rep groups in North America and Asia report that part of the 
loss of confidence was due to the decline in demand for traditional office products 
with the exception of facilities and breakroom.

Again, wholesalers based in North America blame the decline in traditional OP 
sales for the gloomier outlook, adding vendor and reseller consolidation as another 
influencing factor. Meanwhile, concerns from European wholesalers understandably 
revolve around Brexit and its impact on wider market conditions. 
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How confident do you feel today about your business compared with one year ago?


